T H E C U L M I N AT I O N O F S U C C E S S

BST is the renowned leader in composite knowledge
and manufactures the best carbon fibre performance
wheels and custom-built components in the world.
Racing is in our DNA and our performance products
are built for riders, by racers. Our love for racing makes
us masters of our craft and continuously changes the
game. We are entrepreneurial by heart and embrace
the curiosity to explore, the passion for performance,
and to succeed beyond any expectations.
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We are innovative entrepreneurs, knowledgeable and
collaborative, always striving for excellence in everything
we do. To be distinctly the best is what drives us.

BST is the culmination of an extraordinary partnership
between a former European motorcycle racing championships rider and a Microsoft marketing-guru, with a
determination to create the best carbon fibre products
in the world. Gary Turner, the design and production
guru at BST, raced in the European Supermono Series
back in the mid 1990’s, whilst Terry Annecke was an
executive at the international giants IBM and Microsoft.
On returning to South Africa in 2000, Gary incorporated crucial aerospace carbon technology in developing his first prototype BST wheels. Blackstone Tek (BST)
started operating in 2002 when Terry partnered with
Gary, and the company has since produced more than
30 000 wheels worldwide.

We strive for excellence in everything we do with the
intention of exceeding our customers’ expectations by
delivering exceptional performance products.
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GARY TURNER

In the motorcycle industry since he was 16, Gary left
South Africa and headed for the European racing scene
before moving on to America. In Europe, he headed up
Pro Carbon and Pro Britten, both international motorcycle race teams, as manager and rider for 6 years. He
has as many years before that in both off-road and circuit
racing. After acquiring the last available Britten V1000
(1 of 11 handmade motorcycles from the legendary John
Britten) in late 1998, he formed and managed the Pro
Britten Racing Team for 99/2000 seasons. This bike won
at Daytona in the Sound of Thunder class. For years he
has been designing custom sport and race bikes.
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In the five years that he lived in Holland, he owned a
motorcycle shop specialising in advanced performance
parts with a focus on carbon fibre. His passion for speed
and performance and his concern for the safety and
well-being of the racing riders led him to explore the use
of carbon fibre as a viable alternative material, and he
has designed and produced carbon fibre prototypes for
many other motorcycle parts, all of which he has added
to Blackstone’s product line.
Gary was convinced that a motorcycle wheel could
be made from carbon fibre, and this was the founding
premise of Black Stone Tek in 2001. He gathered the
skills and passionate people around him to start the
company at a time when such a project was unthinkable – no-one had the vision or any idea how to do
it. Gary had all that and more. Today the company is
recognized as the world leader in its field, and continues
to expand its international footprint.
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We always seek new ways to improve our product
offering and how we work. From our daily interactions with
customers, to our commitment to research and development,
we always plan ahead to provide the best products.

Never short of ideas and vision, Gary’s role as Managing
Director of BST allows him to channel his ideas into the
new product lines and oversees design and function,
ensuring that the products are functional, beautiful and –
most important – make a difference to the rider and the
bike’s performance. He is recognized as an exceptional
self-taught engineer in the carbon industry. His skills
extend into negotiating, networking, putting deals
together, quick and smart thinking, and never settling for
less than the best.
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TERRY ANNECKE

Terry was involved in the information technology
industry from 1980 until 2001, working first for IBM and
then for Microsoft in technical, sales, product management and executive positions. At IBM South Africa she
was responsible for IBM’s PC brands before she left the
company to join the newly established South African
Microsoft organisation. She was a key member of the
management team that led Microsoft through its
massive growth in that country from 1994 to 2001. She
started the highly successful corporate sales team,
integrated systems engineering skills into major
customers, and started up the Microsoft SA consulting
business.

We are passionate and excited about everything
we do. To be the best is what drives us. The energy and
enthusiasm we all bring creates a fun and collaborative
environment where anything is possible.
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She then became Director of Marketing for Microsoft in
South Africa, managing a substantial budget and a large
team of specialists. She worked extensively with both
IBM and Microsoft internationally. She is recognised
for her communication, management, negotiation and
leadership skills and was a finalist for Businesswoman
of the Year in 2000. She organized the visits of Bill Gates
to South Africa, setting up and attending all his meetings,
conferences and dinners with the top business executives in South Africa.
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In 2001 she joined Gary Turner as co-founder and
director of Blackstone Tek. Her role was to create the
company, set up its structures, secure funding and bring
its products to the world markets. Under her guidance
BST has grown from 2 employees to 70 with all the
support structures that are required. She is responsible for the operations of the business including finance,
marketing, customer communication and service, orders
and sales, admin and HR. She has worked hand-in-hand
with Gary to grow BST into the recognized world leader
in its field – a recognized authority in carbon fibre design,
manufacture and distribution.
Passionate about the beauty and mysteries of the
underwater world, Terry scuba dives as often as possible
in exotic places.
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To date, BST has won numerous international awards
for the integrity and design of its products, including the
prestigeous JEC Europe Innovation Award in the sports
and leisure category for its generic carbon fibre rear
motorcycle wheel. BST is the world leader in the
development and production of its carbon fibre
motorcycle wheel fully homologated for road and
track use by the certification agencies of the world
(TÜVRheinland, JWL and DOT E). We are extremely
grateful to our friends, distributors, partners, agents
and to all our dedicated employees.
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